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Raleigh DWI attorney shares the best practices for mounting an aggressive
DWI defense

Kurtz & Blum offers reliable legal assistance for criminal, family and accident cases in Raleigh
and the surrounding areas. The team is a well-established practice for DWI

Raleigh, NC (PRWEB) August 01, 2016 -- Kurtz & Blum was established in 1998 in Raleigh, NC. The firm has
many seasoned lawyers who help clients in dealing with criminal, DWI, family law, injury and traffic cases.
The company is headed by two trusted lawyers, Howard Kurtz and Seth Blum and together the pair has well
over 40 years of extensive experience in the legal field.

DWI convictions can lead to imprisonment or fines and can have other adverse affects in the life of an
individual. Kurtz & Blum has a special team of DWI lawyers in Raleigh, NC that works very hard to mitigate
the negative consequences of such cases.

Kurtz & Blum offers a free consultation for all clients facing a DWI charge which often provides the client the
confidence to retain the law firm. This can help a client to overcome their fear and apprehension about the case.

“Deciding on a Raleigh DWI attorney may well be one of the most important decisions you make. You’ll need
a lawyer with experience, knowledge, confidence and courage. The wrong choice might cost you a lot of time
and money, the loss of your license and a criminal record. You can mitigate these problems by staying cool,
calm and collected while a skilled attorney represents you during this stressful period. Choose wisely and be
sure to give us a call”, states Howard Kurtz, partner at Kurtz & Blum.

Our DWI defense lawyers in Raleigh, NC understand that every case is unique and therefore dedicate their time
to develop specific strategies for each and every case. They treat every case independently based upon the
circumstances and use a set of proven methodologies to draw solutions and tackle complex legal issues with
confidence.

About Kurtz and Blum

Kurtz and Blum is one of the leading team of lawyers in Raleigh, North Carolina. The firm was established in
the year 1998 and has grown into one of the most trusted law firms in the area that effectively handle cases
involving criminal, family law, DWI and personal injury. For more details, http://www.kurtzandblum.com
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Contact Information
Howard Kurtz & Seth Blum
Kurtz & Blum PLLC
http://www.kurtzandblum.com/faq
+1 (919) 832-7700

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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